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KOKET’s newly released upholstery collection’s femme fatales channel designs of eras past.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
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The exclusive brand KOKET just unveiled several new additions to the ladies of the upholstery collection at Maison & 
Objet Paris, showcasing designs with a vintage vibe. The ladies are a stunning blend of Art Deco decadence and 
present-day luxe.

Let’s start with Audrey, you’ll be aching to embark on a KOKET holiday with her. This sassy upholstered chair is given a 
touch of her “devil-may-care” attitude by being accompanied with a petite foot rest, when feeling coolly nonchalant. Her 
retro, skinny-jean legs and trendy upholstery fabric add a charming je ne sais quoi.  
 
Then there is the comfy Cocktail chair, but don’t be fooled by her plush exterior. Her curves will lure you to be embraced 
by her creamy velvet upholstery fabric. Her body is perched upon a posh polished brass band making her an excellent 
happy hour companion.

 
Bringing back a KOKET icon, just because, Geisha’s classic silhouette is complemented by her lustrous curves evocative of 
the modern day woman. Her seductive velvet fabric and gold plated legs add to her reputation as a mischievous �irt.
 
Saving the best for last, the star of Paris was the black and gold Bolvardi bench. Her striking structure, polished brass 
accents and luscious black velvet upholstery make for a seductive and empowering statement piece.
 
KOKET Founder and Creative Director, Janet Morais draws inspiration from various vintage and cultural designs. With her 
daring design ascetic, eye for the opulent and natural trend instinct, she transposes select design elements from the past 
into cutting-edge, contemporary luxury.    
 

The new upholstery femme fatale’s are waiting for you, so what are you waiting for?
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AUDREY | CHAIR

This sassy upholstered chair is given a touch of her 
“devil-may-care” attitude by being accompanied with a petite 
foot rest, when feeling coolly nonchalant.

COCKTAIL | CHAIR

Her curves will lure you to be embraced by her creamy velvet 
upholstery fabric. Her body is perched upon a posh polished brass 
band making her an excellent happy hour companion.
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GEISHA | CHAIR

Its classic silhouette is complemented by her lustrous curves. Her 
seductive velvet fabric and gold plated legs add to her reputation 
as a mischievous �irt.

BOLVARDI | STOOL

Her striking structure, polished brass accents and luscious black 
velvet upholstery make for a seductive and empowering 
statement piece.
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KOKET - The brand

Daring design aesthetic, high impact shows, lavish presentations and the notoriously risqué ad campaigns, have an 
uncanny way of conveying KOKET’s mission which is to create highly desirable empowering statement pieces. 

The innate desire to seduce and entice its devotees is perfectly illustrated in the Guilty Pleasures & Exotic Opulence 
Collections. Composed of dramatic case goods, luscious upholstery, exquisite lighting and decadent furs; all of which 
will mesmerize with their magical mineral medley, lux metallics, vibrant jewel tones and exotic peacock feathers.

KOKET’s savoire faire is intoxicating. The line is manufactured by master artisans and jewelers who leave no detail 
or element forgotten. KOKET’s principal designers are a group of exceptionally artistic and well-rounded product 
designers who are led by Janet’s creative eye and almost fanatic strive for perfection. The brand is managed by an 
elite staff of highly skilled individuals who strive to create moments of design seduction while seamlessly selling the 
collection worldwide through a selective network of interior designers and luxury retail stores.
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